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Impact
In this training session we propose to teach how to design OpenMOLE workflows. Attendees will learn how
to:
- embed an external application in OpenMOLE,
- compose task with each-other to design a workflow,
- design large scale workflows generating several thousand of jobs,
- gather / aggregate / store produced data,
- delegate the computing load to EGI,
- create an ad-hoc desktop grid.

At the end of the session attendees should all be able to design a large scale distributed application. During
the session people will be provided with formation certificates or use there own certificate. They will work
on the VO of their choice.

The example applicationswill mostly concernmodel exploration sinceOpenMOLE has been primarly designed
to explore simulation models. However this training can be beneficial for enabling distributed computing for
other purposes. For instance the bioemergences (http://bioemergences.eu) platform that process 4D morpho-
genesis images on EGI is based on OpenMOLE.

Summary
OpenMOLE is based on a blackbox approach to embbed application based on very different technologies: java /
scala / C / C++ / fortran / scilab / octave / netlogo… Once embedded in the platform, OpenMOLE automatically
distributes numerous executions of the application on a distributed environment specified by the user, such
as a cluster or even on the 100,000+ cores available on the European computing grid. The platform deals with
software installations, file transferts, job failures, rendering the distributed execution entierly transparent for
the user.

URL
www.openmole.org

Description
The workflow paradigm is particularly well suited to describe distributed executions. Several platforms lever-
age this representation to fil the gap between scientific processes and high performance computing environ-
ments. In this training sessionwe propose to advertiseOpenMOLE (OpenMOdel Experiment, http://www.openmole.org/),
a workflow platform that exposes several advantages when compared to other mainstream worflow systems:
- it delegates transparently the computing load from the user computer directly to the remote execution en-
vironment following a zero-deployment approach and makes it convenient to embed third party software
components in a workflow,
- OpenMOLE workflows are environment agnostic and the workload can be submited on EGI as well as on
other distributed computing environment such as clusters, remote servers or local desktop grid,
- the dataflow is statically typed and formally checked prior to the runtime, minimizing the risk of error when
desining complex workflows.

This platform has already been used to execute huge amount of computation and is now scalable, reliable
and mature. In November and Decembre 2012 the major part of the computing time provided by the biomed
VO has been orchestrated by OpenMOLE workflows.
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